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1
2 Abstract I develop a problem for the Fregean Reference Shift analysis of that-
3 clause reference. The problem is discussed by Stephen Schiffer in his recent book
4 The Things We Mean (2003). Either the defender of the Fregean Reference Shift
5 analysis must count certain counterintuitive inferences as valid, or else he must
6 reject a plausible Exportation rule. I consider several responses. I find that the best
7 response relies on a Kaplan-inspired analysis of quantified belief reports. But I argue
8 that this response faces some serious problems.

9 Keywords Frege Æ Belief reports Æ Quantification

10 1 Introduction

11 There is reason to think that in a belief report ‘A believes that p’ the expression
12 ‘believes’ is a two-place predicate flanked by two singular terms: ‘A’ and the that-
13 clause ‘that p.’ This hypothesis affords the simplest explanation of a range of semantic
14 data. Call it the face-value theory. And call the referents of that-clauses—whatever their
15 nature may be—propositions.
16 There is also reason to think that the following belief reports might both be true:

ðaÞ Ralph believes that Hesperus is Hesperus

1818 (b) Ralph does not believe that Hesperus is Phosphorus

2020 Call this the Semantic Intuition. It follows from the face-value theory and the
21 Semantic Intuition that the that-clauses in (a) and (b) must refer to different
22 propositions. Otherwise (a) and (b) would have Ralph both standing and not
23 standing in the two-place belief relation to the same thing, which is not possible.
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24 Finally, there is reason to think that the referent of a token of a complex name is
25 determined, roughly speaking, by its structure and the referents of its component
26 expressions in that token. Call this the Compositionality of Reference. As we have
27 just seen, from the face value theory and the Semantic Intuition, it follows that the
28 that-clauses in (a) and (b) refer to different propositions. Given the Composition-
29 ality of Reference, it follows from this that the occurrences of ‘Hesperus’ and
30 ‘Phosphorus’ within those that-clauses must refer to different things. Of course,
31 these names have the same ordinary bearer. So these things must be distinct from the
32 ordinary bearer of the names. It is typically assumed by those who accept this result
33 that the things in question are of such a nature that they deserve to be called ‘senses,’
34 ‘concepts,’ ‘ways of thinking,’ ‘modes of presentation.’ Let us call them concepts.
35 It was by such reasoning that Frege (1997) arrived at his well-known analysis of
36 belief reports. It may be given by three clauses: (i) ‘believes’ is a simple two-place
37 predicate; (ii) that-clause tokens in belief reports are singular terms; and (iii) the
38 referents of that-clause tokens in belief reports are determined, roughly speaking, by
39 their structure and by what their component expressions refer to in those that-clause
40 tokens;1 (iv) expressions in that-clauses refer, not to the things that they ordinarily
41 refer to (if they ordinarily refer at all), but to our concepts. Call (iv) Reference Shift.
42 And call the conjunction of (i)–(iv) the Reference Shift analysis of belief reports.
43 The claim that reference shift occurs in belief contexts has been popular (Forbes,
44 1987; Horwich, 2001; Peacocke, 1981; Zalta, 1988). This is not surprising. It follows
45 from three semantic claims each of which enjoys a great deal of plausibility: the face-
46 value theory, the Semantic Intuition, and the Compositionality of Reference. And it
47 is recommended by what Kaplan (1969, p. 372) calls its ‘‘brilliant simplicity.’’ (For
48 instance, unlike hidden indexical analyses, it does not posit hidden argument places.)
49 It has been claimed that reference shift occurs in other contexts where substitution
50 fails: for instance, it has been applied to ‘‘simple sentences’’ (Moore, 1999).
51 In this paper I intend to raise a problem with the Reference Shift analysis.2 The
52 problem is discussed by Stephen Schiffer in his recent book The Things We Mean
53 (2003). The problem extends to the use of reference shift to account for substitution
54 failure outside of belief contexts. The motivation behind the Reference Shift anal-
55 ysis is to show that normal logical and semantic principles apply to belief contexts.
56 For instance, the defender of the Reference Shift analysis claims that belief contexts
57 do not provide a genuine counterexample to Substitution, because apparently
58 co-referential expressions are not really co-referential in the relevant contexts. But I
59 will argue that the defender of the Reference Shift analysis faces a dilemma. Either

1 I say ‘roughly speaking’ because of cases, such as ‘John believes that it’s raining,’ which involve
what Perry (1986) calls ‘unarticulated constituents.’
2 On the Reference Shift analysis, concepts are semantically relevant to belief reports because terms
in that-clauses shift in reference and come to refer to concepts. There are some analyses of belief
reports which discard Reference Shift, thereby preserving our ‘‘pre-Fregean semantic innocence,’’
but retain the Fregean idea that the truth-value of a belief report is sensitive to the subjects’
concepts. I have in mind the hidden-indexical analysis (see Schiffer 2003 for discussion) and the
logophoric analysis of Forbes (1990). Because such theories discard Reference Shift, my problem
does not arise for them. My problem only arises for analyses which uphold Reference Shift.
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60 he must count as valid certain counterintuitive inferences, or he must reject a
61 plausible Exportation principle, and so deny that normal logical and semantic
62 principles apply to belief contexts after all. This is a problem for the Reference Shift
63 analysis that does not rely on ‘‘semantic innocence.’’

64 2 The problem

65 Consider the following argument:

(A) If the Reference Shift analysis of belief reports is true, then (# ) in

[1] Ralph believes that Atlantis is an underwater city

‘Atlantis’ is a singular term referring to the concept of Atlantis.

(B) If (# ), then the following inference should be valid:

[1] Ralph believes that Atlantis is an underwater city

[2] There is something such that Ralph believes it is

an underwater city with the concept of Atlantis as a witness.

(C) But the inference is not valid. Although [1] is true, it is not the case

that [2] is true with the concept of Atlantis as a witness.

(D) So the Reference Shift analysis of belief reports is false.

6767 Let me clarify and motivate each premise of the argument. (A) follows from the
68 definition of the Reference Shift analysis of belief reports in terms of the four clauses
69 above. (B) is supported by the following thesis about English:

70 Exportation: If t in #S(t)# is a singular term that refers to o and makes no other
71 contribution to the truth-value of #S(t)#, and if #S(t)# is true iff o satisfies the
72 open sentence #S(x)#, then #S(t)# entails #There is something such that S(it)#,
73 where o is a witness to that quantification.3

74 Exportation is very plausible and I do not know of any counterexamples. In
75 general, if t in #S(t)# is a singular term that refers to o and makes no other
76 contribution to the truth-value of #S(t)#, then #S(t)# entails #There is something
77 such that S(it)#. In fact, this seems to be part of our very notion of a singular
78 term. On the Reference Shift analysis, ‘Atlantis’ in [1] is a singular term that
79 refers to the concept of Atlantis and makes no other contribution to the truth-
80 value of [1], and [1] is true iff the concept of Atlantis satisfies ‘Ralph believes
81 that x is an underwater city.’ So (B) follows from Exportation. Finally, (C) is
82 supported by intuition. It is not the case that [2] is true with the concept of
83 Atlantis as a witness.

3 The qualification ‘and makes no other contribution to the truth-value of #S(t)#’ is required because
of cases such as ‘Giorgione is so-called because of his size.’ I will let this qualification be understood
in what follows.
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84 The argument extends to non-empty names in belief contexts. On the Reference
85 Shift analysis, in ‘Ralph believes that Hesperus is a planet,’ ‘Hesperus’ refers to a
86 concept. By Exportation, it should entail ‘There is something such that Ralph
87 believes that it is a planet,’ where this has the concept of Hesperus as a witness. But
88 this is not the case. The existential generalization is true; but it does not have a
89 concept as a witness.4 Nevertheless, I will focus on the problem as it arises for empty
90 names in belief contexts.
91 The above argument leads to the advertised dilemma for the defender of the
92 Reference Shift analysis. On the one hand, he might hold on to Exportation, and so
93 claim that the inference from [1] to [2] is valid. This option has the advantage of
94 allowing that normal semantic principles apply to belief contexts. The problem with
95 this option is that the inference is intuitively not valid in the intended sense. On the
96 other hand, he might retain his Reference Shift analysis of [1], but deny that it
97 licenses the inference from [1] to [2]. But this would require rejecting the Expor-
98 tation principle. It would require claiming that normal semantic and logical rules do
99 not, after all, apply in belief contexts. This is implausible. It is especially implausible

100 if no explanation can be given. Furthermore, the dilemma is avoidable. It is avoided
101 by analyses of belief reports that discard the claim that terms in that-clauses refer to
102 concepts.

103 3 Objections and replies

104 Objection: It is not the case that the Reference Shift analysis licenses the inference
105 from [1] to [2]. In effect, what is being claimed is that the Reference Shift analysis
106 licenses the inference from [1] to [3]:

[1] Ralph believes that Atlantis is an underwater city

[3] Ralph believes that the concept of Atlantis is an underwater city

108108 But the defender of the Reference Shift analysis can admit that this inference is
109 invalid. It is true that on the Reference Shift analysis the referent of the
110 occurrence of ‘Atlantis’ in [1] is the concept of Atlantis. But that does not mean

4 Some philosophers claim that individual concepts are object-dependent, so that there is no concept
of Atlantis. Evidently, then, they would not say that ‘Atlantis’ in [1] refers to the concept of Atlantis.
It is not clear what semantic analysis of [1] they would offer. Still, they may face the problem
concerning non-empty names in belief contexts. For they do believe that the concept of Hesperus
exists. If in addition they accept Reference Shift, and hold that ‘Hesperus’ in ‘Ralph believes that
Hesperus is a planet’ refers to this concept, then by normal semantic principles they are committed
to the inference from ‘Ralph believes that Hesperus is a planet’ to ‘There is something such that
Ralph believes that it is a planet,’ where this has the concept of Hesperus as a witness. The Kaplan-
inspired solution that I will consider and criticize later could also be adopted by the friend of object-
dependent concepts. Therefore, I will not give this type of view separate consideration here. (Here I
am indebted to an anonymous referee.)
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111 that [3] follows. For in [3] ‘the concept of Atlantis’ occurs within the scope of
112 ‘believes.’ So Reference Shift applies to [3] just as it does to other belief reports.
113 By Reference Shift, the referent of the occurrence of ‘the concept of Atlantis’ in
114 [3] is the concept of the concept of Atlantis. Therefore, under the Reference Shift
115 analysis, [3] says that Ralph believes the Fregean proposition Æthe concept of the
116 concept of Atlantis, the concept of an underwater cityæ, which is true iff the
117 concept of Atlantis is an underwater city. The Fregean may deny that Ralph
118 believes any such proposition.
119 Reply: This objection rests on a misunderstanding of the argument. I agree that
120 the Reference Shift analysis does not license the inference from [1] to [3]. But (B)
121 does not assert that the Reference Shift analysis licenses the inference from [1] to
122 [3]. Rather, it asserts that it licenses the inference from [1] to [2]. [2] does not contain
123 ‘the concept of Atlantis’ in the scope of ‘believes.’ Therefore Reference Shift does
124 not come into play, and it cannot be said the Reference Shift analysis does not
125 license the inference from [1] to [2] for the reason given. Given Exportation, the
126 Reference Shift analysis does license this inference. No reason has yet been given to
127 reject Exportation.
128 Objection: The alleged dilemma for the defender of the Reference Shift
129 analysis is spurious. The defender of the Reference Shift analysis may both accept
130 the Exportation principle and deny the validity of the inference from [1] to [2].
131 The reason is that (A) is false. (A) states that if the Reference Shift analysis of
132 belief reports is true, then in ‘Ralph believes that Atlantis is an underwater city,’
133 ‘Atlantis’ is a singular term referring to the concept of Atlantis. But the defender
134 of the Reference Shift analysis is committed to no such thing. The defender of
135 the Reference Shift analysis may say the following. Names typically have two
136 semantic values: an object and a concept. When a name occurs outside of
137 intensional contexts only the first semantic value is semantically relevant. But,
138 when a name is ensconced in the scope of an intensional operator, the second
139 semantic value is what is operated on. In this sense, the relevant semantic value
140 of ‘Atlantis’ in [1] is the concept of Atlantis. But—and here is the crucial part—it
141 is not the case that ‘Atlantis’ occurs in [1] as a singular term referring to the
142 concept of Atlantis. Now the Exportation rule only applies to singular terms.
143 Therefore, if Reference Shift is appropriately understood, the defender of the
144 Reference Shift analysis may accept the Exportation rule but is not thereby
145 saddled with the inference from [1] to [2].
146 Consider an analogy. The semantic value of the predicate ‘is red’ in ‘The apple is
147 red’ is the property of being red. But ‘is red’ is not a singular term. So the Expor-
148 tation principle does not apply here. ‘The apple is red’ does not entail ‘There is
149 something, namely the property of being red, such that the apple it.’ Likewise, the
150 defender of the Reference Shift analysis may say that the semantic value of ‘Atlantis’
151 in [1] is the concept of Atlantis, but deny that ‘Atlantis’ occurs in [1] as a singular
152 term referring to the concept of Atlantis. In that case, Exportation does not commit
153 him to the claim that [1] entails [2].
154 Reply: The defender of the Reference Shift analysis claims that the semantic
155 value of the occurrence ‘Atlantis’ in [1] is the concept of Atlantis. Now, as pointed
156 out in the objection, there are different types of terms with semantic values. Besides
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157 singular terms, there are predicates, connectives, and so on. Yet ‘Atlantis’ does not
158 play any of these other semantic functions in [1]. ‘Atlantis’ does not occur in [1] as a
159 predicate. Nor does it occur there as a connective. Therefore, if the occurrence of
160 ‘Atlantis’ in [1] has a semantic value at all, it must be functioning there as a singular
161 term. If ‘Atlantis’ does not function in [1] as a singular term, then what could
162 ‘Atlantis’ as it figures in [1] be doing? Therefore, if one says that the semantic value
163 of ‘Atlantis’ in [1] is the concept of Atlantis, one has no choice but to say that
164 ‘Atlantis’ is singular term that refers to this concept. If one also accepts the
165 Exportation principle, one is committed to the inference from [1] to [2].
166 On standard Fregean semantics, it is especially evident that ‘Atlantis’ occurs in
167 [1] as a singular term. On that semantics, ‘is an underwater city’ in [1] denotes a
168 concept (that is, a sense) which takes other concepts (senses) as inputs and
169 delivers propositions as outputs. In [1] ‘Atlantis’ introduces an object that serves
170 as the argument for this function, viz. the concept of Atlantis. But that is pre-
171 cisely the function of a singular term. Therefore, on Fregeanism, ‘Atlantis’ in [1]
172 is a singular term.
173 Objection: The defender of the Reference Shift analysis should claim that the
174 inference from [1] to [2] is not valid. This requires rejecting the stated Exportation
175 principle. But the defender of the Reference Shift analysis may say that this is not a
176 great cost because there is an independent reason for rejecting the Exportation
177 principle: namely, it is open to apparent counterexamples concerning quotational
178 contexts. And the defender of the Reference Shift analysis may claim that the
179 Exportation principle breaks down in belief contexts for the same reason that it
180 breaks down in quotational contexts. Consider the following:

[4] ‘Four’ has four letters

182182183 This sentence attributes a property to the word ‘four.’ On one view of quotation,
184 what refers to the word ‘four’ in [4] is not the material within the quotes together
185 with the quotation marks, but the material in the quotation marks alone, which
186 serves in [4] as a name for itself. Given this account of quotation, Exportation has
187 the consequence that [4] entails:

[5] There is something such that ‘it’ has four letters

189189 where the word ‘four’ is a witness. But of course [4] does not entail [5]. [4] is true but
190 [5] is false: the word ‘it’ does not have four letters. Therefore, quotation provides
191 counterexamples to Exportation.
192 It may be said that Exportation fails in the case of [1] for a similar reason. In [1]
193 ‘Atlantis’ refers to the concept of Atlantis, in accordance with the Reference Shift
194 analysis. But [1] does not entail [2], because ‘believes’ introduces a context which
195 cannot meaningfully be quantified into. (Quine (1956) held that intensional contexts
196 in general cannot be meaningfully quantified into.)
197 Reply: The objector makes two claims: that Exportation does not apply to [4], and
198 that it does not apply to [1] for a similar reason. I reject both claims.
199 The objector’s claim that the Exportation does not apply to [4] depends
200 essentially on a certain account of quotation. On this account, the expression in
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201 [4] that refers to the numeral ‘four’ is the numeral itself which is contained within
202 the quotes. But this is counterintuitive. On a more plausible account of quotation,
203 quotes create a name of which the quotes are parts (Richard, 1986). On this
204 account, the expression in [4] that refers to the numeral ‘four’ is not merely the
205 numeral in the quotes, but includes the quotes as well. Given this more natural
206 analysis of quotation, applying Exportation to [4] does not yield [5] but

[6] There is something such that it has four letters

208208 which is true. So, once we properly understand quotation, we see that it does not
209 provide counterexamples to Exportation.
210 Nevertheless, let us grant that the counterintuitive account of quotation is right,
211 so that Exportation does not apply to [4] for the reason given. The objection is only
212 successful if the second claim is correct: namely, that Exportation does not apply to
213 [1] for a similar reason.
214 But this claim is not at all plausible. On the counterintuitive account of quotation,
215 the reason Exportation does not apply to [4] is that if the singular term in [4] (on this
216 account, the material within the quotes) is removed and replaced with ‘it,’ the result
217 is not an open sentence but a false closed sentence. But it cannot be said that
218 Exportation fails in the case of [1] for a similar reason. It is not the case that if
219 ‘Atlantis’ in [1] is replaced with ‘it,’ the result is a false closed sentence. The result is
220 a perfectly intelligible open sentence: ‘Ralph believes that it is an underwater city’
221 (contra Quine, 1956). Of course, the problem is that it seems to be an open sentence
222 which is not true of anything (and certainly not a concept). But if the Reference Shift
223 analysis is correct, then by standard semantics this open sentence is true of some-
224 thing, namely the concept of Atlantis.
225 So the defender of the Reference Shift analysis cannot say that the inference from
226 [1] to [2] fails because ‘Ralph believes that it is an underwater city’ is not an intel-
227 ligible open sentence. If he rejects Exportation in this case, he must provide some
228 other explanation.
229 Objection: The defender of the Reference Shift analysis should say that the
230 inference from [1] to [2] is not valid. This requires rejecting the Exportation prin-
231 ciple. But he can motivate the rejection of the Exportation principle by providing a
232 Kaplan-inspired analysis of [2] which predicts the failure of the Exportation prin-
233 ciple in this case.
234 It may seem that in ‘Quantifying In’ (1969) Kaplan addressed and solved the
235 problem raised here. This is not quite true. But his ideas in that paper do provide the
236 materials for a solution.
237 Given its name, one might think that the aim of Kaplan’s ‘Quantifying In’ is to
238 provide an analysis of ordinary language sentences such as [2] which do what Quine
239 (1956) thought was impermissible: quantify into a belief context. But this is not the
240 case. Instead it is about de re belief attributions which do not contain a free-variable
241 in the scope of an intensional verb and therefore do not violate Quine’s stricture. For
242 instance:

[7] Nine was believed by Hegel to be greater than 5

244244 How should the defender of the Reference Shift analysis of simple belief reports
245 such as [1] analyze de re forms such as [7]? In ‘Quantifying In,’ Kaplan proposed that
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246 [7] introduces implicit quantification over concepts (that is, senses). Roughly, Kaplan
247 proposed an analysis along the following lines:

[7a] (9C)(C is a concept of nine and Hegel BEL hC, the concept

of being greater than fivei)

249249 (I ignore complications concerning vividness.) Since Kaplan was concerned with
250 de re reports such as [7] rather than with reports such as [2] which quantify into a
251 belief context, his discussion does not explicitly contain a solution to the problem
252 raised here. But it provides the materials for a solution. Kaplan’s analysis of de re
253 belief reports suggests a Fregean analysis of quantified belief reports along the same
254 lines, one which does not license the inference from [1] to [2] even if in [1] ‘Atlantis’
255 is a singular term referring to the concept of Atlantis.
256 To begin with, let us consider the simplest analysis of quantified belief reports
257 that the defender of the Reference Shift analysis might provide. On the Refer-
258 ence Shift analysis of [1], ‘Ralph believes that Atlantis is an underwater city’ is
259 true iff Ralph BEL Æthe concept of Atlantis, the concept of an underwater cityæ;
260 and the occurrence of ‘Atlantis’ in this sentence refers to the concept of Atlantis.
261 So one would naturally expect that [2] ‘There is something such that Ralph
262 believes that it is an underwater city’ has as at least one of its possible readings
263 the following:

[2a] (9x)(Ralph BEL hx, the concept of an underwater cityi)

265265 One option for the defender of the Reference Shift analysis is to claim that [2a] is
266 one possible reading of [2]. Call the resulting package the simple Reference Shift
267 analysis. On this analysis, ‘Atlantis’ in ‘Ralph believes that Atlantis is an underwater
268 city’ is a genuine singular term referring to the concept of Atlantis. Further, there is
269 a reading of ‘There is something such that Ralph believes that it is an underwater
270 city’ on which it is true and has the concept of Atlantis as a witness. Therefore, this
271 analysis has the virtue of not violating Exportation. The trouble, of course, is that
272 ‘There is something such that Ralph believes that it is an underwater city’ has no
273 reading on which it is true. Certainly, on no reading does it have the concept of
274 Atlantis as a witness.
275 But now consider a Kaplan-inspired analysis according to which the only possible
276 reading that [2] has in English is given by the following:

[2b] (9x)(9C)(C is a concept of x and Ralph BEL hC, the concept of

an underwater cityi)

278278 Call the conjunction of the Reference Shift analysis of simple belief reports and this
279 Kaplan-inspired analysis of quantified belief reports the modified Reference Shift
280 analysis.
281 On the modified Reference Shift analysis, Exportation is false as a general
282 thesis about English. The modified Reference Shift analysis retains the claim that
283 the occurrence of ‘Atlantis’ in [1] ‘Ralph believes that Atlantis is an underwater
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284 city’ is a genuine singular term referring to the concept of Atlantis. Therefore, by
285 the Exportation rule, we would expect that [2] ‘There is something such that
286 Ralph believes that it is an underwater city’ has a reading on which it is true,
287 where the concept of Atlantis is a witness. But, on the modified Reference Shift
288 analysis, this is not the case. Even though ‘Atlantis’ in ‘Ralph believes that
289 Atlantis is an underwater city’ is a genuine singular term referring to the concept
290 of Atlantis, the result of applying existential generalization, ‘There is something
291 such that Ralph believes that it is an underwater city,’ has no reading on which it
292 is true. For, on this view, [2b] is the only reading this sentence has in English.
293 And [2b] is false. It is not the case that there is an object x and a concept C such
294 that C is a concept of x and Ralph BEL ÆC, the concept of an underwater cityæ. It
295 is true that there is such a concept, namely the concept of Atlantis. But this
296 concept does not determine an object x.
297 We can put the point in another way. On the Reference Shift analysis, ‘Ralph
298 believes that Atlantis is an underwater city’ is true iff Ralph BEL Æthe concept of
299 Atlantis, the concept of an underwater cityæ; and the occurrence ‘Atlantis’ in this
300 sentence refers to the concept of Atlantis. If this analysis is correct, one might think
301 that if we remove ‘Atlantis’ and replace it with ‘it,’ the resulting open sentence
302 ‘Ralph believes that it is an underwater city’ would express the property (kx(Ralph
303 BEL Æx, the concept of an underwater cityæ), and hence would be true of concepts.
304 On the present analysis, this is not the case. Rather, ‘Ralph believes that it is an
305 underwater city’ expresses the rather baroque property kx[($C)(C is a concept of x
306 and Ralph BEL ÆC, the concept of an underwater cityæ)]. Therefore, if it is true of
307 anything at all, it is true of objects.
308 A similar story may be told about ‘Ralph believes that Hesperus is a planet’ and
309 ‘There is something such that Ralph believes that it is a planet.’ The modified
310 Reference Shift analysis retains the claim that in ‘Ralph believes that Hesperus is a
311 planet,’ ‘Hesperus’ is a singular term referring to the concept of Hesperus. If
312 Exportation applies, then ‘Ralph believes that Hesperus is a planet’ should entail
313 ‘There is something such that Ralph believes that it is a planet,’ where the concept of
314 Hesperus is a witness to the quantification. But, on the modified Reference Shift
315 analysis, this is not the case. On this analysis, ‘Ralph believes that it is a planet’
316 expresses the property kx[($C)(C is a concept of x and Ralph BEL ÆC, the concept of
317 a planetæ)]. Therefore, it is satisfied by objects, not concepts. So while the existential
318 generalization ‘There is something such that Ralph believes that it is a planet’ is true,
319 it does not have as a witness the concept of Hesperus, but rather the planet which
320 that concept determines.
321 Reply: I agree that the modified Reference Shift analysis blocks the inference
322 from [1] to [2]. But it violates Exportation. And Exportation is a very plausible
323 principle which holds elsewhere in English. In general, if t in #S(t)# is a singular term
324 that refers to o and makes no other contribution to the truth-value of #S(t)#, then
325 #S(t)# entails #There is something such that S(it)#. In fact, this seems to be part of
326 our very notion of a singular term.
327 Now the violation of Exportation would be more palatable if the defender of the
328 modified Reference Shift analysis could explain why Exportation fails here. But it
329 seems that he cannot provide an explanation. On the Reference Shift analysis, the
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330 reference of proper names is in a certain sense context dependent. In non-oblique
331 contexts, a proper name refers to an object or, in the case of empty names, to
332 nothing at all; in oblique contexts, it refers to a concept. But this does nothing to
333 explain the failure of Exportation when ‘Atlantis’ occurs in an oblique context. For,
334 on this view, in such a context, it is a regular, non-empty singular term. Consider an
335 analogy. The reference of ‘the bank’ is context dependent: in some contexts it refers
336 to an embankment, in others to a financial institution. But the inference from ‘Ralph
337 deposited some money into the bank’ to ‘There is something such that Ralph
338 deposited some money into it’ is perfectly valid. So if ‘Atlantis’ is really like ‘the
339 bank,’ why should Exportation fail?
340 In fact, there is reason to think that the defender of the Reference Shift analysis
341 would not be happy with the violation of Exportation. The original motivation
342 behind the Reference Shift analysis was to show that, appearances to the contrary
343 notwithstanding, normal semantic and logical principles do apply to belief contexts
344 after all.5

345 There is a second problem with the modified Reference Shift analysis. If the
346 modified Reference Shift analysis is to block the inference from [1] to [2], then it
347 requires a very strong claim. Call [2a] the simple reading of [2]. Call [2b] the hidden
348 quantification reading. If the simple reading [2a] is a possible reading of [2] in
349 English, then there is a reading of [2] relative to which [2] is true and the inference
350 from [1] to [2] is valid. But this is counterintuitive. Intuitively, there is no reading of
351 [1] and [2] on which the inference is valid, and there is no reading of [2] on which it is
352 true. Therefore it must be part of the modified Reference Shift analysis that the
353 hidden quantification reading [2b] is obligatory.
354 But this is implausible unless some explanation can be given. After all, if the
355 Reference Shift analysis of [1] is right, then, given normal semantic principles, we
356 would expect the simple reading [2a] to be at least one possible reading of [2]. But on
357 the modified Reference Shift analysis, this is not the case. Instead, [2] always has the
358 hidden-quantification reading. But why? It seems that the defender of the modified
359 reference Shift analysis must say that it is just a quirk of English. This further
360 diminishes the plausibility modified Reference Shift analysis.
361 Maybe there is some analysis of [2] open to the defender of the Reference Shift
362 analysis of [1] besides the Kaplan-inspired analysis [2b] which blocks the inference
363 from [1] to [2] in spite of the fact that ‘Atlantis’ occurs in [1] as a genuine singular

5 As noted, Kaplan (1969) did not explicitly offer an analysis of belief reports such as [2] which
violate Quine’s stricture by quantifying into a belief context. But he does write that on the Reference
Shift analysis ‘‘we require no special nonextensional logic, no restrictions on Leibniz’ law, on exis-
tential generalization, etc., except those attendant upon consideration of a language containing
ambiguous expressions’’ (1969, p. 373) and ‘‘Quantification in is permitted, but restricted of course to
quantification over meanings’’ (ibid., p. 375). This suggests taking the first horn of my dilemma. It
suggests a view that combines Reference Shift with an unrestricted version of the Exportation rule.
On this option, [2] is true and has the concept of Atlantis as a witness; and the inference from [1] to
[2] is perfectly valid. The problem, of course, is that we regard the ordinary-language sentence [2] as
false and the inference from [1] to [2] as invalid. Certainly, [2] is not true with the concept of Atlantis
as a witness.
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364 term referring to the concept of Atlantis. But any such analysis will face the same
365 problems.6

366 The defender of the modified Reference Shift analysis might reply that there is
367 only one measure of a semantic theory. If a semantic theory (together with the
368 extralinguistic facts) assigns intuitively correct truth-values to sentences of English,
369 then the semantic theory is adequate. Since the modified Reference Shift analysis

6 An anonymous referee suggested that the defender of the Reference Shift analysis might block the
inference from [1] to [2] by adopting the following Quine-inspired analysis rather than the Kaplan-
inspired analysis that I have discussed. On the Quine-inspired analysis, ‘believes’ has two senses. One
sense, the ‘‘notional sense,’’ is a dyadic relation between agents and Fregean propositions: BELN.
Another sense, the ‘‘relational sense,’’ is a triadic relation between an agent, an n-tuple of objects,
and an n-place property: BELR. The Fregean Reference Shift analysis applies to [1]. ‘Ralph believes
that Atlantis is an underwater city’ is true iff Ralph BELN Æthe concept of Atlantis, the concept of an
underwater cityæ; and in this belief report ‘Atlantis’ occurs as a singular term referring to the concept
of Atlantis. But, on the Quine-inspired analysis, the only reading [2] has in English is

[2c] (9x) (BELR [Ralph, hxi, the property of being an underwater city])

This might be glossed as ‘There is some object such that Ralph believes it to be an underwater city’
or ‘There is some object such that Ralph attributes to it the property of being an underwater city.’
Now [2c] is false. Therefore, on the Quine-inspired analysis as on the Kaplan-inspired analysis
discussed in the text, [2] has no reading on which it is true, and the inference from [1] to [2] is invalid.
Evidently, this Quine-inspired analysis is very similar to the Kaplan-inspired analysis. Both provide a
Reference Shift analysis of [1]. Yet both claim that the sentence that results when existential
generalization is applied, namely [2], has only one reading, and on that reading it is false. They just
offer different regimentations of [2]: the Kaplan-inspired analysis regiments [2] as [2b] while the
Quine-inspired analysis regiments [2] as [2c]. Not surprisingly, the Quine-inspired analysis faces the
same two problems that I raised for the Kaplan-inspired analysis. First, on the Quine-inspired
analysis, the Exportation rule fails. Even though ‘Atlantis’ in ‘Ralph believes that Atlantis is an
underwater city’ is a genuine singular term referring to the concept of Atlantis, there is no reading of
‘There is something such that Ralph believes that it is an underwater city’ on which it is true. Yet
Exportation is very plausible and does not have counterexamples elsewhere in English. Furthermore,
the defender of the Reference Shift analysis cannot provide any explanation of the failure of
Exportation. Second, if the Reference Shift analysis of [1] is correct, then, given normal semantic
principles, we would expect the simple reading [2a] to be at least one possible reading of [2]. But, on
the present Quine-inspired analysis, this is not so. Rather, [2c] is the only possible reading of [2]. This
is not plausible unless some explanation is given. Indeed, if anything, the Quine-inspired analysis is
inferior to the Kaplan-inspired analysis, because the Quine-inspired analysis posits an ambiguity in
‘believes,’ while the Kaplan-inspired analysis avoids positing ambiguity.
But it may be that the referee had in mind a slightly different Quine-inspired analysis. On the Quine-
inspired analysis I have just described, although ‘believes’ is ambiguous, the only reading [2] has in
English is the relational reading [2c]. In other words, the relational reading is obligatory in the case of
[2]. But the defender of a Quine-inspired analysis might also claim that [2] is ambiguous. It has a false
reading and a true reading. The false reading is the relational reading [2c], while the true reading is [2a].
Of course, the defender of the Kaplan-inspired analysis could adopt a similar ambiguity view. He might
claim that [2] is ambiguous between the hidden-quantification reading [2b] (relative to which it is false)
and the simple reading [2a] (relative to which it is true). As the referee notes, on this type of view, there
is a reading of [2] ‘There is something such that Ralph believes that it is an underwater city’ on which it is
true and has the concept of Atlantis as a witness, namely the simple reading [2a]. Therefore, the
ambiguity view does not violate Exportation. The problem, of course, is that English speakers recognize
no reading of [2] on which it is true. Therefore, the defender of this view would have to say that, although
[2] is ambiguous between a true reading and a false reading, we are semantically blind to the true
reading. On this view, this is what would be required in order to account for our unqualified falsity
intuition. But this is very implausible. If [2] really has a true reading in English, why cannot English
speakers recognize it? Indeed, what could it mean to say that a sentence has a reading that no speaker
can recognize?
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370 assigns intuitively correct truth-values to simple belief reports, de re belief reports
371 and quantified belief reports, it must be counted adequate.
372 But it is not the case that the only measure of a semantic theory is its ability to
373 deliver intuitively correct truth-values. A semantic theory can be criticized on other
374 grounds: for instance, the on the grounds that it violates intuitive semantico-logical
375 principles that hold elsewhere in English or requires obligatory readings. The
376 modified Reference Shift analysis has both of these drawbacks.7

377 4 Conclusion

378 The defender of the Reference Shift analysis faces a dilemma. Either he can hold
379 that the inference from [1] to [2] is valid, or he can reject Exportation. This problem
380 provides a reason for rejecting the Reference Shift analysis that goes beyond the
381 appeal to ‘‘semantic innocence.’’ The problem would not be telling if it were
382 unavoidable. But it is avoidable. Of course, Quine’s response to the logically deviant

7 Segal (1989) considers examples such as ‘Zippy believes that Zoe is bright, and she is bright.’ Here
‘she is bright’ is meant to occur outside of the scope of ‘believes.’ On the Reference Shift analysis,
the occurrences of ‘Zoe’ and ‘she’ in this sentence do not, strictly speaking, co-refer. The first refers
to a concept and the second refers to a person. But, intuitively, the occurrences of ‘Zoe’ and ‘she’ in
this sentence do co-refer. (I am indebted to an anonymous referee for pointing out Segal’s paper to
me.) One account of such examples retains the Reference Shift analysis of the contained belief
report but discards the intuition that the occurrences of ‘Zoe’ and ‘she’ in this sentence co-refer. On
this account, ‘she’ does not, strictly speaking, refer to the referent of ‘Zoe,’ namely the concept of
Zoe, but to something that stands in an intimate relation to this concept, namely Zoe. In other words,
‘she’ refers to the secondary referent of the occurrence of ‘Zoe’ in the belief context. This gives up the
intuition of strict co-reference but it does not violate any basic semantico-logical principles. Segal
calls this the ‘Kaplanesque solution’ because it appeals to Kaplan’s (and Church’s) determination
relation between concepts and objects. (For a similar solution to this type of problem, see Moore
(1999).) While Segal says that he has no doubt that the defender of the Reference Shift analysis
could make this account work, he thinks that such examples motivate the rejection of the Reference
Shift analysis in favor of an analysis according to which names in that-clauses always retain their
ordinary referents.
Segal’s problem and the problem discussed here are distinct. Briefly, my problem is that the defender
of the Reference Shift analysis must either count as valid the inference from [1] to [2], or else he
must reject a plausible Exportation rule. Whatever the defender of the Reference Shift analysis
should say about Segal’s example sentences, presumably such sentences will not force him to
recognize problematic inferences as valid or to reject the Exportation rule or any other basic sem-
antico-logical principle.
It may be worthwhile to point out that there is a Fregean account of Segal’s examples that Segal does
not consider. It is customary for defenders of the Reference Shift analysis to hold that a simple belief
report is ambiguous between a de dicto reading in which the terms in the that-clause refer to concepts
and a de re reading in which such terms have their ordinary referents (see e.g. Forbes 1987, especially
note 2). So, for instance, ‘Zippy believes that Zoe is bright’ has a de dicto reading in which ‘Zoe’
refers to the concept of Zoe. But, even though it is not syntactically de re, it also has a de re reading in
which ‘Zoe’ refers to Zoe. The de re reading might be glossed as ‘Zoe is believed by Zippy to be
bright’ and may be analyzed by the Fregean along the lines of Kaplan’s [7a]. To account for Segal’s
example sentence ‘Zippy believes that Zoe is bright, and she is bright,’ the defender of the Reference
Shift analysis might claim that the contained belief report has a de re reading. On this reading, even
though ‘Zoe’ occurs after ‘believes,’ it refers to Zoe. Therefore, by contrast to the Kaplanesque
solution discussed by Segal, this solution accommodates the intuition that the occurrences of ‘Zoe’
and ‘she’ in this sentence strictly co-refer. In short, the de re reading accounts for the anaphor. The
de dicto reading accounts for failures of substitution. (For a discussion of a problem for the Fregean
similar to Segal’s, as well as a solution to the problem that is similar to the one just proposed, see
Forbes (1987, p. 13ff).)
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383 behavior of terms in intensional contexts was to adopt an orthographic accident view
384 that sealed off intensional contexts from any logical operations at all. But there are
385 less extreme responses. On Russellian views and on some neo-Fregean views (see
386 footnote 2), the occurrence of ‘Atlantis’ in ‘Ralph believes that Atlantis is an
387 underwater city’ does not refer at all and the occurrence of ‘Hesperus’ in ‘Ralph
388 believes that Hesperus is a planet’ refers to the planet.8 On another view of that-
389 clause reference, terms in that-clauses in a sense do not have independent semantic
390 values at all, and it is not the case that the referent of a that-clause is a function of
391 the referents of its semantically relevant parts (Schiffer, 2003, p. 82). Defenders of
392 such analyses may accept Exportation without having to accept any counterintuitive
393 inferences.9
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8 According to one neo-Russellian view (Salmon, 2002), ‘Atlantis’ in ‘Ralph believes that Atlantis is
an underwater city’ does refer: it refers to an abstract object. The abstract object is not an under-
water city; indeed, it has no location or spatial extent at all. Rather, according to Salmon, this non-
located and non-extended object is falsely depicted as being an underwater city. I believe that the
defender of this analysis faces the same dilemma that I have raised for the defender of the Reference
Shift analysis. Either the defender of this type of analysis must claim that ‘Ralph believes that
Atlantis is an underwater city’ entails ‘There is something such that Ralph believes that it is an
underwater city,’ where this quantification has an abstract object as a witness; or else he must reject
Exportation. It appears that Salmon would take the first horn (2002, p. 115). But it seems to me that
this is not plausible. There is no reading of ‘There is something such that Ralph believes that it is an
underwater city’ on which it is true. Certainly, it does not have an abstract object as a witness. It
should be noted that the Russellian also faces a generalization of the problem discussed here con-
cerning predicate-expressions in that-clauses. See Schiffer (2003, p. 30).
9 Thanks to Anna Bjurman, Hartry Field, Christopher Peacocke, and in a very special measure
Stephen Schiffer (who discusses the problem in his (2003)). I am also very indebted to an anonymous
referee for extremely helpful and detailed comments.
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